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Abstract 

The  structure of many proteins consists of a  combination of discrete modules that have been shuffled during evo- 
lution. Such modules can frequently be recognized from  the analysis of homology. Here we present a systematic 
analysis of the modular  organization of all sequenced proteins. To achieve this we have developed an automatic 
method to identify protein domains  from sequence comparisons. Homologous  domains can then be clustered into 
consistent families. The  method was applied to all 21,098 nonfragment  protein sequences in SWISS-PROT 21 .O, 
which  was automatically reorganized into  a comprehensive protein domain database, ProDom. We have constructed 
multiple sequence alignments for each domain family in ProDom,  from which consensus sequences were gener- 
ated. These nonredundant  domain consensuses are useful for fast homology searches. Domain  organization in 
ProDom is exemplified for proteins of the phosphoeno1pyruvate:sugar phosphotransferase system (PEP:PTS)  and 
for bacterial 2-component  regulators. We provide 2 examples of previously unrecognized domain  arrangements 
discovered with the help of,ProDom. 
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Many proteins consist of a number of separately evolved, inde- 
pendent structural units, called modules or domains (Baron 
et al., 1991; Patthy, 1991; Doolittle, 1992; Miklos & Campbell, 
1992). The  great diversity of protein  functions is partly due  to 
the vast number of possibilities to  arrange a  finite number of 
these basic units in different  combinations  (Dorit et al., 1990; 
Chothia, 1992). The degree of modularity varies from strictly 
single-module proteins, like small globular proteins, to complex 
multidomain  proteins, like the structural proteins in the  extra- 
cellular matrix (Bork, 1991). Although the functional and mech- 
anistic interplay between different domains in proteins is diverse, 
all domains  can be regarded as structurally autonomous units 
and detected as such.  The  structure of many proteins can thus 
be understood as a combinatorial arrangement of autonomously 
structured  domains.  The  combinatorial nature of proteins is a 
major difficulty when one  attempts to classify protein sequences 
on  the basis  of homology: homology between 2 proteins implies 
that they share  at least 1 homologous domain, not necessarily 
that their other domains are homologous. It is therefore  a pre- 
requisite to resolve the combinatorial arrangement of protein do- 
mains  before  attempting  any  protein classification. 
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Castanet-Tolosan  Cedex,  France;  e-mail:  dkahn@toulouse.inra.fr. 
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A domain  that has evolved from  one protein to another can 
often be recognized because of sequence similarity. It is  now 
classical to construct domain families from  the manual  analy- 
sis of sequence similarities (e.g., Bork, 1989; Henikoff et al., 
1990;  Bengio & Pouliot, 1990), but the scope is usually limited 
to a few families due  to  the prohibitively large amount of data 
to be processed for analyzing all families systematically. Avail- 
able collections of domains, such as ExCell (Bork, 1991), PRO- 
SITE (Bairoch, 1992), and SBASE (Pongor et al., 1993), contain 
detailed information  about each entry. However, because they 
are hand-assembled on  the basis of specialized knowledge, they 
are not comprehensive. It is therefore desirable to construct such 
families in a systematic and comprehensive fashion. Such a clas- 
sification of protein sequences will allow management of the 
redundancy of protein sequence databases resulting from the oc- 
currence of numerous homologous proteins and bring additional 
structure  to  the primary sequence databases. It will thus facili- 
tate protein homology analysis. It could also form  the basis for 
systematic molecular phylogenies. 

Here we present a method to find protein domain families au- 
tomatically on  the basis of homology. We started from an all- 
versus-all comparison of the  SWISS-PROT  database  and 
exploited this information  to construct  homologous segment 
sets. A program was designed to detect domain shuffling, in- 
dicative of domain boundaries.  This allowed us to resolve the 
combinatorial arrangement of shuffled proteins, resulting  in ho- 
mogeneous domain families. These constitute the basis for the 
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ProDom protein  domain  database, in which each domain  fam- 
ily is represented by a multiple sequence alignment and a  con- 
sensus sequence. The ProDom  database  appears  to be a useful 
tool  for resolving the  domain  structure of new proteins as well 
as  for  the analysis of homology. 

Results 

The DOMAINER program 

To determine the domain organization of proteins we developed 
the  DOMAINER  program, which  is summarized in the flow di- 
agram of Figure 1. Initially the method was  tested and validated 
on a small set of “2-component” bacterial regulators known to 
exhibit a combinatorial domain arrangement (see Henikoff et al., 
1990; reviewed by Albright et al., 1989; Parkinson & Kofoid, 
1992). It was then applied to the entire SWISS-PROT database. 
Our method consists of the following phases: (1) all-versus-all 
comparison  of the  database  to generate homologous segment 
pairs  (HSPs); (2) construction of homologous segment sets 
(HSSs) from  HSPs; (3) detection and breakage of domain 
boundaries; (4) generation of a multiple sequence alignment and 
a consensus sequence for each domain family. 

Phase I: Compare all sequences 
in the database to generate HSPs 
What we required from this phase was  (1) that the significance 

of each alignment  could be estimated numerically to avoid hu- 
man evaluation, and (2) that several significant alignments could 
be generated between 2 sequences. The fast homology search 
program  BLASTP (Altschul et al., 1990) fulfills these require- 
ments; with a small modification this program can also be  used 
to generate  internal alignments between 2 different regions of 
1 sequence, which  is relevant for proteins with repeats. The sig- 
nificance estimate of BLASTP applies to nongapped alignments 
and is based on a  statistical model applicable to  random se- 
quences (Karlin & Altschul, 1990). An alignment was considered 
to reflect genuine homology only if it  was sufficiently improb- 
able in this  model.  Thus we discarded any alignment expected 
to occur with a  probability higher than when comparing 
each sequence  with the SWISS-PROT database. Because this op- 
eration was reiterated 21,098 times (the number of nonfragmen- 
tary sequences in SWISS-PROT 21.0), occurrence of a spurious 
alignment was expected with a  probability of only 0.02. 

In order  to express homology and sequence information  for 
all sequences in the database, we produced pairwise alignments 
in 3 ways:  (1) internal  repeats, (2) normal alignments between 
different sequences, and (3) entire alignments of each sequence 
with itself. The last type is somewhat artificial but allowed us 
to keep track of each sequence, even in the absence of homology. 
These alignments defined HSPs  that were uniquely character- 
ized by 2  protein  identity codes, 2 starting, and 2  end positions 
of the ungapped  alignment.  An HSP  thus has the  form: 

(ID protein 1) (start position) (end position) 

(ID protein 2)  (start position) (end position) 

The protein ID can be protein name or sequence accession num- 
ber; we used SWISS-PROT protein names, which are more easy 
to  read,  but encoded  them by integers for higher performance. 

Phase 11: Overlapping HSPs are used to build HSSs 
The sequence relationships defined by HSPs were exploited 

to cluster homologous protein subsequences into HSSs. An HSS 
has the  form: 

(ID protein 1) (start position) (end position) 

(ID protein  2) (start position) (end position) 

(ID protein 3)  (start position) (end position) 

(ID protein n)  (start position)  (end  position) 

where the lengths of all sequence elements are identical. A given 
protein may be represented several times in the same HSS if it 
contains  internal repeats. Note  also that an HSP is a  particular 
case of an  HSS with only 2 members. 

Each HSP was compared in turn with all other HSPs  and pre- 
viously constructed HSSs. If 2  HSPs or 2 HSSs had at least 1 
protein in common,  and  the sequence segments overlapped, the 
overlapping regions (which are therefore homologous) were 
merged into a new HSS. Nonoverlapping segments  were put into 
other HSSs. Sequence positional information between  HSSs  was 
kept in links, which indicate that both HSSs are adjacent and 
which HSS is N-terminal relative to the other. 

Merging of 2 HSPs  or HSSs was not  performed in case their 
overlap was too  short, below a  MINOVERLAP  value, which 
is a  program  parameter. This parameter governs the resolution 
of the method. Too high a value for MINOVERLAP  forbids 
the generation of small domains.  Too small a value made  the 
process  very  sensitive to short,  out-of-frame extensions of  align- 
ments, which occur at gaps.  A  good  compromise was MIN- 
OVERLAP = 10, which was used throughout  the process. 

The result of Phase I1 was a large number of HSSs  with links, 
forming graphs of HSSs. Different domains may initially clus- 
ter in a same HSS graph because  of multidomain proteins. It was 
the task of Phase 111 to detect such situations and split HSS 
graphs  at the links corresponding to domain  boundaries. 

Phase 111: Detection of domain boundaries and 
splitting of multidomain graphs into single 
domain graphs 

We recognized 3  different  situations indicative of domain 
boundaries. 

1. Real N-  or  C-termini of polypeptide chains. N- and 
C-termini of real proteins necessarily correspond to domain 
boundaries.  Therefore HSS graphs were broken at  the corre- 
sponding links. In  order to eliminate false termini, we excluded 
all proteins in SWISS-PROT that were annotated as fragments 
in the description field. 

2. Shuffled domains. Shuffled domains can be detected. For 
instance, if 4  domains A, B, C, and D occur in different  com- 
binations as AB, AC,  and DB, this provides evidence that  do- 
mains  A and B are  autonomous.  To detect shuffling,  each link 
between any 2 HSSs was tested for “mutually exclusive” sets of 
proteins on either side: the test was positive when both HSSs 
contained at least 1  protein missing in the other HSS. This is il- 
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Phase 

I 21 098 Sequences / 7.4 Mres I 
I 

450.000 HSPs 

Phase II 1 (DOMAINER) 

I 44,000 HSSs in 6 . 0 0 0 ~ 1  

Phase I11 1 (DOMAINER) 

Phase IV 

44.000 HSSs in 28.000 graphs 

1 (DOMAINER) 

I 17.000 multiple  alignments I 
I - I 

Phase V 1 
17.000 Consensus  sequences 

2.9 Mresidues 

Fig. 1. Flow diagram of the DOMAINER program. As input, all pro- 
tein sequences in SWISS-PROT 21.0 that were not annotated as  frag- 
ments were used. The process involves 2 programs, BLASTP for Phase 
I and DOMAINER for all other phases. Phase I: All-versus-all compar- 
ison  of  SWISS-PROT. Phase 11: Clustering  of homologous segment pairs 
(HSPs) into homologous segment sets (HSSs). Phase 111: Detection of 
domain  boundaries and cleavage of HSS graphs at these boundaries. 
Phase IV: Generation of multiple alignments for all domains. Phase V: 
Construction of consensus sequences for all domains. * Internal repeats 
are normally not reported by BLASTP; we have enabled this with a small 
modification of the  BLASTP routine ovlap-a. For efficiency, 
BLASTP was run with 1 sequence as  both query and  database, with the 
Z parameter set to the  database size to equalize the significance score 
with the  other  BLASTP matches. 

lustrated in Figure 2 for a few proteins of the bacterial sugar 
phosphotransferase family, which exhibit extensive domain 
shuffling (Saier & Reizer,  1992). The graph of  HSSs correspond- 
ing to these proteins was broken at 3  locations (large arrows). 
All 3 correspond to N-termini (arrows 1  and 2) or C-termini (ar- 
rows 2 and 3) of real sequences. In addition, arrows 2 and 3 cor- 
respond  to  shuffling events; mutual exclusion was indeed 
verified between the third and  fourth HSSs from  the left of the 
graph because they lack the  PTHP-ECOLI and PT3F-SALTY 
sequences, respectively (arrow 2); mutual exclusion  was also ver- 

ified between the  fifth  and  the sixth HSSs, which lack the 
PTl -ECOLI and  PTHP-ECOLI sequences, respectively (ar- 
row 3). In  this  particular example, different  criteria  concurred 
to define the  domain boundaries. It occasionally happened that 
mutual exclusion was verified between 2 HSSs in the absence of 
genuine shuffling.  This  occurred in poorly conserved regions, 
and in such cases the HSS graph showed a complex pattern of 
diverging and converging branches. To prevent splitting of the 
graph in such instances, mutual exclusion was validated only in 
the absence of reconvergence of the diverging branches. 

3. Repeat units. If a  domain occurs more than once in a  pro- 
tein,  the  HSS graph will contain  a cycle. Cyclic graphs  can  also 
arise from “circular permutation,” e.g., 2 domains A  and  B  that 
occur in combinations AB and BA. Because A is C-terminal to 
B at the  same  time as B is C-terminal to  A, a cycle  will result. 
In order to treat cyclic graphs, we cut and linearized them. 

If a junction between 2 or more HSSs satisfied 1 of the  3 cri- 
teria  above, the  graph was split up  into 2 disconnected graphs 
on either side of the junction. 

Phase ZV: Construction of multiple sequence 
alignments from HSS graphs 

After  breakage, each graph of linked HSSs was presumed to 
correspond to a domain,  for which a multiple alignment was 
generated.  There are 2 fundamentally  different ways of con- 
structing such an alignment. The first method consists of find- 
ing the most representative linear path through  the  graph and 
concatenating HSSs in the path  (the most representative path 
was defined as the  path of HSSs with maximal number of se- 
quences). Each HSS contained  already aligned sequence seg- 
ments, and a multiple alignment was generated by assembling 
these. The second method uses hierarchical clustering and dy- 
namic programming (Feng & Doolittle, 1987; Corpet, 1988;  Hig- 
gins, 1992). Here,  for each protein represented in the domain 
family, the relevant protein segments are aligned. However, 
available programs for performing multiple sequence align- 
ments, such as Multalin (Corpet, 1988) and Clustalv (Higgins, 
1992), can yield incorrect multiple alignments when parameters 
are not optimized for a particular set of sequences (Argos & Vin- 
gron, 1990). It therefore appeared more effective to use the first 
method. 

If a domain boundary was not recognized in Phase 111, do- 
mains will appear as long divergent branches in the  graph. In 
this case, the most representative path was  used to build the ini- 
tial multiple alignment, and the other branches of the graph were 
split off. The latter branches, albeit not always perfect domains, 
were then treated recursively as new graphs until all parts of the 
graph  had been processed. 

Because the splitting up of domains may result in large num- 
bers of short linker regions that  do  not correspond to genuine 
domains, we eliminated all multiple alignments spanning less 
than 20 amino acids. This was the only sequence data  that was 
discarded during all phases and should be  seen as a mere “trim- 
ming” of the domain  boundaries. 

Consensus sequences were then generated from each multi- 
ple alignment as follows. For each position in the multiple align- 
ment,  a  score for matching each of the 20 amino acids was 
calculated by summing the coefficients of the PAM120 scoring 
matrix (Altschul, 1991)  over all amino acids occurring at this po- 
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1 2 3 

sition in  the  alignment;  the best scoring amino acid was then in- 
cluded at  this  position in the consensus  sequence. 

Implementation and performance of the method 
DOMAINER was written in the C programming  language 

(Kernighan & Ritchie, 1988) and was run  on  UNIX machines 
from  SUN  and Silicon Graphics.  For  Phase I we used BLASTP 
version 1.2.2  and  the  accompanying  PAM 120 scoring matrix 
(Altschul et  al., 1990). 

About half the  total  computing  time was spent  on  Phase I, 
where BLASTP was run 21,098 times. This was done with a very 
low level of parallelization,  only a factor  of 3. If massive par- 
allelization was used,  this  phase  could become much  faster. 

The  performance  of  Phase I1 is shown in Figure 3. The re- 
dundancy of SWISS-PROT resulted in plateaus during the  con- 
struction  of HSSs. In these plateaus,  HSPs fully homologous 
to existing HSSs were included  without  creating new HSSs. The 
big plateau in the middle corresponded  to 622 homologous glo- 
bins, which generated some 100,OOO significant HSPs.  At the  end 
of  the  chart,  the 21,098 self-alignments were introduced, which 
were  relatively nonredundant (3,810  sequences had  no similar- 
ity to  other sequences at  the  threshold)  and  thus caused 
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Fig. 3. Clustering HSPs  into HSSs. The curves show the number of 
HSSs (solid line) and time consumption  (dotted line) as  a  function of 
processed HSPs during Phase 11. 

Fig. 2. An HSS  graph.  This example 
shows the topology of a graph of  HSSs for 
bacterial PTS proteins after Phase 11. Each 
HSS is represented by a box containing 
several protein segments symbolized by 
different hashings. Links are symbolized 
by small arrows. Sequence  termini are 
symbolized by horizontal  Ts. Not  all 
known  homologues are shown. This graph 
will be  split at the positions marked by the 
3 large arrows during Phase 111. Shuffling 
of domains A and B, and of domains B 
and  C, is apparent on either side of arrow 
2 and arrow 3,  respectively. 

fast  growth  of  the  number  of HSSs. At  the  end of the process 
performance  dropped  dramatically because of memory  limita- 
tion (16 Mbytes). 

Phase Il l  served to detect domain  boundaries  and to  split off 
the  graphs  into smaller graphs representing separate  domains. 
Although  this  phase is complex  because multiple  criteria  are 
used,  the  total  time  spent was only a few hours. 

Construction of multiple  alignments  in  Phase IV would  be 
CPU  intensive  using  standard  dynamic  programming  algo- 
rithms. Using the  fast  method described above allowed this 
phase to  be completed  in  only a few minutes. 

The ProDom database 

The  DOMAINER  program, applied to  SWISS-PROT 21 .O, re- 
sulted in the  ProDom 21.0 database.  ProDom will be distrib- 
uted and maintained on a regular basis. The complete database, 
including  exploitation  programs described  below, can be ob- 
tained by anonymous FTP from cele.mrc-lmb.cam.ac.uk, in the 
pub/prodom  directory. 

Atlas of protein  domains generated 
from S WISS-PROT 
The  domain families of  ProDom were stored  as  multiple se- 

quence  alignments  as shown by the examples in Figure 4. These 
examples correspond to  typical modular  domains  found in bac- 
terial  proteins: (1) the  HPr  domain of the  PEP:sugar  phos- 
photransferase system  (Wu et al., 1990; Saier & Reizer, 1992) 
(Fig. 4A)  and (2) the  phosphorylated regulatory domain of bac- 
terial “2-component” regulators  (Albright et al., 1989) (Fig. 4B). 

ProDom  21.0  contains 17,162 entries,  of which only 5,765 
have more  than 1 member  and  can be  considered as  true  fami- 
lies. Linker regions between domains were treated the  same way 
as  domains  that  made  the  number  of families to  be  overesti- 
mated.  The  average  span  of a domain  in  ProDom is 170 resi- 
dues. The more stringent the  cutoff in  Phase I, the more families 
are  generated. Because we used a rather  stringent  threshold to 
avoid  spurious  alignments,  distantly related domains  end  up  in 
different families. 

As  shown  in  Figure 5 ,  almost half of  the  proteins  in SWISS- 
PROT  contain only  1 ProDom  domain.  The  number of true  do- 
mains  per  protein  can be overestimated  in  some cases because 
linker regions and highly variable  termini  are  treated  as  sepa- 
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A 
Domain lyl2908 ( 7 )  

>PT13_RHOCA 164 
>PTHP-ALCEU 8 
>PTHP-BACSU 8 
>PTHP-ECOLI 8 
>PTHP-ENTFA 8 
>PTHP-KLEPN 8 
>PTHP-STAAU 8 
consmsue: 

B 
Domain a094 (44 
>ALGB-PSEAE 15 
>ARCA-E  COL I 10 
>BVGA-BORPE 32 
>BVGC-BORPE 677 

>CHEB-ECOLI 34 
>CHEB_BACW 32 

XHEB-SALTY 34 
>CHEY-ECOLI 37 
>CHEY-SALTY 34 
>DCTD-RHlLE 11 
>DCTD-RHIME 1 1  
>DEGU-BACSU 34 
>FIXJ-BRAJA 11 

*FRZE-MYXXA 665 
>FIXJ-RHIME 10 

>HYDG-ECOLI 12 
>KDPE-ECOLI 8 
>NARL-ECOLI 37 
>NODU-BRAJA 26 
>NTRC-BRASR 10 
>NTRC-ECOLI 10 
>NTRC-KLEPN 10 
>NTRC-RHIME 10 
>NTRC-RHOCA 9 
>OIIPR-ECOL I 1 1  
XMPR-SALTY 11 
>PGTA-SALTY 12 
>PHOB-ECOLI 9 
>PHOB-PSEAE 10 
>PHOP-BACSU 9 
>PHOP-ECOLI 7 
>PHOP-SALTY 8 
>RCSC-ECOLI 815 
>SPOA-BACSU 34 
>SPOF-BACSU 10 
>TCDT-SALTY 7 
>UHPA-ECOLI 32 
>VIRG-AGRRA 8 
>VIRG_AGRT5 20 
>VIRG_AGRT6 34 
>YBCA-ECOLI 55 
>YECB-ECOLI 32 
>YJJE-ECOLI 10 
BYLB3-LEPIN 62 

Consensus: 

236 VTGAHGLHARPA~TLVDLAKGFMEIRIRNGAKVANGKSLlSLLNL~PGMLRlSAEGADATMLMl~  
80 IINKLGLHARASAKLTPLAGNFVSPVKMSRNGRPVDAKSIMGVnnLMGIGSTVTLETDGWEPE~ALLAL 
80 VTADSGlHARPATVLVPTASKYDADVNLEYNGKTVWLKSlMG~SLGlAKGAElTISASWENDALNALEET 
80 ITAPNGLHTRPMPFVKEAKGFTSEITVTSNGKSASAKSLFKLPTLGLTQGTWTISAEGEDEPKAVEHLVKL 
80 IVAETGIHARPATLLWTASKFNSDINLEYKGKSVNLKSlMG~SLGVWGSDVTITVDGADEAE~IVET 
80 ITAPNGLHTRPMPFVKEAKGFTSEITVTSNGKSASKSLFKLQTLGLTQGTWTLSAEGEDEPKAMHLVKL 
80 IIDETGIHARPATMLMTASKFDSDIPLEYNGKKVNLKSlMG~SLGVAElTIYADGSDESDAlPAISDV 

ITBZBGLHARPATMLWBAKBFBSZIBLZYBGKTVBAKSIMG~TLCVWGTBVTISABGADEZBAnULVBV 

1 )  

109 DDESAILRTFRYCLEDEGYSVATASSAWAEALL ........ FLDLRLGEDNGLDVLAPWRWP.. .............. V D ~ A G A M Y L V K . . . . . . . . . . .  
103 EDELVTRWTLKSIFEAEGYDVFEATDGAEMHQIL ........ lew)lNLPGKNGLLLARELREPAN... ............. ILGLEIGADDYITK. .......... ..................... ..... ............. ......... 
730 DDHKPNLMLLRPQLDYLGQRVIMDSGEMLALU.. .ITDCNMPGISGY.. 
104 .ETDNGIDGLKIA.. .VLDIGIPKLDGLEVIARLPSLGL.. .RRCLNSGMGFVCK.. 

76 ..................... .TAWPLVARDLI ....... .TLDVEMPRew)GLDFLEKLMRLRP.. ....................................... 
76 ..................... .TAWPLVARDLI ....... .TLDVEMPRew)GLDFLEKLMRLRP.. ....................................... 
108 ........................ .DGVDALNKLPAGGYGFVISDUNMPNCDGLELLKTIRADGA.. .............. IAMPAGASGYWK.. ......... 
105 DDDKDLRRATAQTLELAGFSVUYDGAKMLADLP#FAGPWTDIRMPEIDGLQLFATLP~V. .VQAIQDGAYDFIAK.. 
108 .EAEDGVDALNKLPAGGFGFIISDUNMPNew)GLELLKTIRADSA.. IAMPAGASGYWK.. 

105 DDDRDLRKAllQQTLELAGFTVSSFASATEALAELSADFAGIVISDIRMPWDGLALFGKVLALDP. .............. .VPAIPDGAYDFIAK.. ......... 
106 ..................... .EGDDWEMRIVEHYHWWIMDINMPNVNGMATKQLVELYP.. ............. .THALKTGARGYLLK.. ......... 
104 DDEEPVRKSLAFMLTMNGFA~HPSAEAFLAFAWVRNGVLVTDLR~SGMLLRNLWLKI.. ............. .VEAMKAGAVDFIEK.. ......... 
761 DDSPSARATEGALVWALGHSVEEAPOGEEAYV~QNNTYDLILTDV~PKLDGFSLARRLKSTPA. .............. .RRGLDAGADAYLVK.. ......... 
106 DDDISHCTILPALLRGUGYNVALANSGRPALEP~EPVFDLVLCDVRlUEew)GlATLKElKALNP. .............. .VEALKTGALDYLIK.. ......... 
101 EDEPAIRRFLRTALEU)GnRVFEAETLPRGLLEMTRKWLllLDLGLWWGlEFlRDLRPYSR.VPVIVLS. ....... IMLDAGADOYLSK.. ......... 
131 EDDISnRRSLTNLFRSVGLEWAFGSREMLPSTMWVTSCLVLDVRLPGLSGLDYPTELARLNlHIPl I F I T . .  ..... .VRAMKGGAVDFLSKPFRDPELLDAV 
115 DDDTAIRTVLNPALSRAGYEVRLTGNMTLWVVSPGE~LVITD~WENAFDLLPRIK~RPNLPVIVllS. ....... IRPSERGAYEYLPKPFDLKELITIV 

..... .................................................. 
104 ..................... .EAENGAQAVEKYKEHSWLVTew)lTllPEew)GlTALKEIKPIDA.. .............. IDAIQAGAKDFIVK.. ......... 

..................... .............. ......... .............. ......... 

105 DDDMllRDSLNFLLDSAGFGVTLFDDAQAFLDALPGLSFGCW~VRllPGLDGIELLKRMKAPQS. .............. .VEAMKLGAVDFLEK.. ......... 

109 ...................... EASNGEPGIELAESLDWLILLDLNMPGnNGLETLDKLREKSLRIWFSVSNHE ..... VTALKRGADGYLLK........... 

104 DDDSSlRVVLERALAGAGLTC~TFENGAEVLEALASKTWVLLSOIRMPWDGLALLKPIKPRHPnLPVI IMTAHS.. .. .VSAYWGAFDYLPK.. ......... 
104 DDDSSIRVVLERALTGAGLSCTTFESGNEVLDALTTKTPOVLLSDIRMPWDGLALLKPIKPRHPnLPVIIMTAHS ..... VSAYPQGAFDYLPK........... 

103 D D D R T l R T V L T P A L T R A G C K H A T A S L M T L M R ~ E E G Y G G N G L E A L A R l A R E R P G L P V l V l S A P N .  .... IPMEADAYDYLPK.. ......... 

106 DDDVDVLDAYTPllLEQAGYRVRGFTHPFEAKEVV~~GlVLSDV~PGCSGlDLMTLFHQDDDPLPILLITGHG.. .. .VDAVKKGAW)FLPK.. ......... 
116 EDEAPlREMVCFVLEPNGFPPVEAEDYDSVNPLNE~LlLLDYnLPGGSGlPFlKHLKRE~IP~LTARG. ... .VRGLETGADDYITKPFSPKELVARI 

115 DDDMIRTVLNPALSRAGYDVRITSNMTLWUIMU)WLWTDWllWENAFDLLPRIKKARPOLPVLVllSAPN. ... .lKASEKGAYDYLPKPFDLTELIGII 

116 DDDMRLRALLERYLTEPGFQRSVANAE~RLLTRESFHLMVLDLMLPGEDGLSICRRLRSPSNPnPI IMVTAKG.. IVGLEICMDYIPKPFNPRELLARI 
116 DDDMRLRALLERYLTEPGFPVRSVAWAEQm)RLLTRESFHLMVLDLMLP~DGLSlCRRLRSPSNPnPIIMVTAKG. IVGLEIGADDYIPKPFNPRELLARI .... ... 

117 DDEAPlREMIAVAMlUGYECLEAENT~HAVlVDRKPHLlLLDYnLPGTSGIELARRLKRDELDrPIlMLTAKGEEDNKIPGLEAGADDYITKPFSPRELVARL 
114 DDEESIVTLLPYNLERSGYDVI~ASDGEEALKKAETEKWLIVLDVllLPKLDGIEVCKPLRPQKLMFPILMLTAKDEEFOKVLGLELGADDYMTKPFSPREVNARV 
112 EDNALLRHHLKWXPDAGHPVDAEDAKE#YYLNEHIPDIAIVOLGLWEDGLSLIRRVRSNDVSLPILVLTARESYQOKVEVLSAGADDYVTKPFHIEE~RM 
113 EDNALLRHHLKWLPDSGHQVDMEDAREADYYLNEHLPOIAIMLGLWEDGLSLIRRURSSDVSLPVLVLTAREGUQDKVEVLSSCMOYVTKPFHIEE~RM 
920 DDHPlNRRLLADPLGSLGYPKTA~GVDALNVLSKNHlD1VLSDVWMPNew)GYRLTPRIRPLGLTLPVIGVTANALAEEKPRCLESGSCLSKPVTLDVlKPSL 

115 WPYGIRILLNEVFNKEGYPTFPAAlGLQALDlVTKERWLVLLDMKlPWDGlElLKRM~lDENlRVllMTAYGELDMIQESKELGALTHFAKPFDlDEIRDAV 
112 EDNRELAHVLEKALMNGFAMCVFDGLMDnLLnSEMYALAVLDIWWPWDGLEVMRLRKRWTLPVLLLTARSAVMRVKGLNVGADDYLPKPFELEELDARL 

113 DDDVAllRHLIVEYLTIHAFKVTAVADSKPFYRVLSSETVVA~LNLGREDGLEl~TLATKSD~l I ISGDRLEEADKWALELGATDFIAKPFGTREFLARI 
125 DDDVAllRHLlMYLTlHAFKVTAVADSKPFNRVLCSETVD~LNLGREDGLElVRSLATKSD~lIIlSGARLEEMKVIALELGATDFlAKPFGTREFLARI 
139 DDDVAllRHLIIEYLTIHAFKVTAVADSTPFTRVLSSATVD~LNLVREDGLE1VRNLMKSDIPIII  ISGDRLEETDKWALELGASDFIAKPFSIREFLARI 

115 .EASCGEDAVKUC.. .LMDMSMPGlGGLEATRKIARSTA.. AKVMRAGMGYLSKGMPQEWSAI 
138 ..KTDDYRITlDYLRTRPVDLl IMDIDLPGTDGFTFLKRIKPIQS.. .GRAIQAGANGFVSKCNDPNDlFHAV 

115 EDEPGIADTLWMLPQEGFAVEVFERGLPVLDKARKP~~ILDVGLWISGFELCRQLLALHPALPVLFLTARSEEMRLLGLE1WU)DYVAKPFSPREVCARV 

DDBUlRBMLBZMLZZBGFZVBUBBGZULBLLBLLBBBBPBLVIMDIBMPBMBGLZLLRRLRZZBPBLPIIMMTARBZZBBKVZALZAGABBYlPKPFBPZZLMARI 

119 ..................... .VAYNGQECLSLFKEKDPDVLVLDl IMPHLDGLAVLERLRESDLPNVIMLTAFG.. .. .KKAVDLGASYFILKPFDMENLVGHl 

101 .................... ..EFGSGREALAGL.. ..... .lCDlSnPDlSGLELLSPLPKGMA.. ............. .EPALNAGARGFLSK.. ......... 

.................... ............. ..................... ..... ............. 
114 ......................................... .TLDLNLPVlOGYATFFEIKGKGV.. ............. .KNLIDEGAMDYIPK.. ......... 

Fig. 4. Examples of ProDom  domains. The figure shows multiple alignments and consensus sequences for 2 ProDom domains. 
A: The HPr domain in the phosphoeno1pyruvate:sugar phosphotransferase system. Seven instances were found in SWISS-PROT 
21 .O. B: Phosphorylated domain of bacterial 2-component regulators. 

rate domains in  ProDom.  For example, the  SWISS-PROT en- 
try  DCTD-RHIME  in Figure 6 is split up  into 5 ProDom 
domains,  although in principle it has  only 3 distinct domains 
(families 3094,3098, and 31 13). Conversely, because ProDom 
domains are based on sequence comparisons, some proteins will 
not be resolved into domains because of lack of homology or 
shuffling in current sequences. 

Using ProDom 
There are several ways to access the data in ProDom. One im- 

portant use of ProDom is to determine the  domain organiza- 

tion of a protein. If the protein sequence  is  in the SWISS-PROT 
21 .O database, the answer is already present in ProDom. To this 
end we created the program ASKDOM, which focuses on  a pro- 
tein and returns  the  appropriate  domain families. Some sample 
queries are shown in Figure 6. 

If the  query sequence is not present in SWISS-PROT 21.0, 
or one is looking for weaker relationships, it is also possible 
t o  do a similarity search with ProDom.  To this end we stored 
a consensus sequence of each multiple alignment in a  separate 
file, formatted  for  database searching with BLASTP (Altschul 
et al., 1990). The results of a sample search session of ProDom 
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Fig. 5. Many proteins have a multidomain structure that can be  revealed 
by sequence analysis. Histogram of the number of ProDom domains 
in sequences from SWISS-PROT 21 .O .  

is shown in Figure 7 ,  together with the results of a search of 
SWISS-PROT, for comparison. With ProDom, one significant 
match was reported for each domain in the  query. If families 
are large, the high score list  when searching SWISS-PROT be- 
comes prohibitively long, whereas the list obtained when search- 
ing ProDom remains short and manageable. Thus ProDom 
provides the investigator with the suggested domain organiza- 
tion of a  protein.  To draw similar conclusions from SWISS- 
PROT takes a trained sequence analyst a substantial amount of 
time. Note also that sequence clustering in ProDom resulted in 
a 2.5-fold compression of the  database because the ProDom 
21 .O consensus  file contained 2,862,279  residues  versus  7,362,492 
residues in SWISS-PROT 21 .O. This compression factor accel- 
erated ProDom homology searches accordingly. 

Analysis  of the domain structure of proteins in the 
phosphoenolpyruvate:sugar phosphotransferase system 
and bacterial 2-component regulatory systems 
Two examples of protein families  with  extensive shuffling are 

illustrated in Figure 8. Bacterial phosphoeno1pyruvate:sugar 
phosphotransferase systems (PEP:PTS) catalyze the concomi- 
tant transport  and phosphorylation of a wide variety of sugar 
substrates. Sequence analysis revealed that  PTS proteins con- 
sist  of modular combinations of a few autonomous  domains 
(Saier & Reizer, 1992). These domains  appear readily in Pro- 
Dom, in excellent agreement with previous analyses (Saier & 
Reizer, 1992) (Fig. 8A). 

Two-component regulators are signal transduction devices 
widely spread among eubacteria (Albright et al., 1989; Parkin- 
son & Kofoid, 1992). They are modular proteins consisting of 
a conserved phosphorylated regulatory domain  and an activa- 
tor domain, usually involved in transcription  activation.  The  2 
domains are genetically and/or biochemically separable (see for 
example Simms et al., 1985; Kahn & Ditta, 1991; Huala et al., 
1992). Figure 8B shows how the corresponding ProDom do- 
mains are combined in a few regulators. We note  a good match 
between this organization into ProDom domains and the known 
domain organization of these proteins (Henikoff et al., 1990). 

We proceeded to investigate the  domain  structures of  newly 
sequenced 2-component regulators as found in the cumulative 
update of Genbank archived at the National Center for Biotech- 
nology Information (Bethesda). These sequences were system- 
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Fig. 6.  ProDom domain  organization of a few selected proteins.  The 
ASKDOM program was applied to  three  PTS proteins and  three 
2-component regulators, showing their domain  organization. 

atically compared with ProDom using the BLASTP program 
(Altschul et al., 1990).  Most regulators exhibited a conventional 
domain arrangement that had been found previously. However, 
2 proteins showed a novel domain  arrangement that had not 
been described (Fig. 9). 

The first unusual regulator is the RcaC protein involved in 
chromatic adaptation in the cyanobacterium Fremyella diplosi- 
phon (Chiang  et al., 1992).  Its  N-terminal  sequence  was reported 
to be homologous to the Bacillus subtilis PhoP 2-component 
regulator.  Comparison of the RcaC sequence with ProDom 
immediately showed that it contains an additional homologous 
regulatory domain located at its C-terminus (Fig.  9). Such a re- 
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A 
Database: 

E n t r y  

12901 
12910 
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14928 

""_ 

B 
Database: 

P r h  
17,613 sequences; 2,912,708 t o t a l  residues. 
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swiss21 
23,742 sequences; 7,866,594 t o ta l  residues. Fig. 7. Using  ProDom for similarity  search.  Search 

results were obtained  using  BLASTP with query 
S c o r e  P(N) N PT13_RHOCA, the multiDhosDhorv1  transfer Dro- 

PT13-RHOCA I I ILT IPHOSPWYL TRANSFER PROTEIN (MTP) (CONTAI... 

PTl-STACA PHOSPHOENOLPYRUVATE-PROTEIN PHOSPHOTRANSFERASE... 
PT1-ECOLI PHOSPHOENOLPYRUVATE-PROTEIN PHOSPHOTRANSFERASE.. . 
PTl-SALTY PHOSPHOENOLPYRUVATE-PROTEIN PHOSPHOTRANSFERASE... 
PTl-ALCEU PHOSPHOENOLPYRUVATE-PROTEIN PHOSPHOTRANSFERASE.. . 
PT3F-SALTY PHOSPHOTRANSFERASE  FPR PROTEIN (PSEUDO-HPR). 
PTm-ECOLI PHOSPHOTRANSFERASE  ENZYME I I, MANNITOL-SPECIFI . . . 
PTW-STACA PHOSPHOTRANSFERASE  FACTOR I 11, MANNITOL-SPEC1 F.. . 
PTHP-ECOLI  PHOSPHOCARRIER PROTEIN HPR (HISTIDINE-CONTAINI... 
PT3F-ECOLI PHOSPHOTRANSFERASE  FPR PROTEIN (PSEUDO-HPR)  (F... 
PTHP-KLEPN  PHOSPHOCARRIER PROTEIN HPR (HISTIDINE-CONTAIN1 ... 
PTHP-BACSU  PHOSPHOCARRIER PROTEIN HPR (HISTIDINE-CONTAIN1 ... 
PTHP-ENTFA  PHOSPHOCARRIER PROTEIN HPR (HISTIDINE-CONTAIN1 ... 
PTHP-STMU PHOSPHOCARRfER PROTEIN HPR (HfSTfDlNE-CONTAIN1 ... PPSAECOLI PHOSPHOENOLPYRUVATE  SYNTHASE  (EC 2.7.9.2) (PYR.. . 
WOK-FLAIR PYRUVATE,ORTHOPHOSPHATE DlKlNASE PRECURSOR  (EC... 
WOKnMIZE PYRUVATE,ORTtWHOSPHATE DIKlNASE.PRECURSOR (EC... 
PTHP-ALCEU  PHOSPHOCARRIER PROTEIN HPR (PROTEIN H I .  
POOK-BACSY  PYRUVATE,ORTHOPHOSPHATE DlKlNASE (EC 2.7.9.1). 

markable  domain  arrangement  had  not been observed previ- 
ously in 2-component regulators and had been overlooked in the 
RcaC  protein. 

The second unusual  regulator is the EvgS protein, an Esche- 
richia coli homologue of the BvgS sensor/regulator of  virulence 
genes  in Bordefella species (Utsumi et al., 1992).  BvgS is a  trans- 
membrane protein containing both  a kinase and  a regulator do- 
main  (Arico et  al., 1991). Comparing EvgS with ProDom 
indicated that there could be a  domain  permutation in the peri- 
plasmic regions of EvgS and BvgS because significant matches 
followed a  permutated order. Closer inspection showed that 
this resulted from a  duplicated periplasmic domain present in 
both EvgS and BvgS (Fig. 9). This duplicated domain arrange- 
ment of the periplasmic region of BvgS had been overlooked 
previously. 

Discussion 

In  this work we have developed a program to analyze the mod- 
ular domain organization of proteins in the sequence databases. 
The procedure was entirely based on  the analysis of homology 
as can be established from sequence comparisons. It relies on 
the principle that proteins have evolved both by mutational drift 
and by domain shuffling. Evidence for  the latter has been ac- 
cumulating at an accelerated pace as more  protein sequences 
have been compiled. This principle was often applied on  a one- 
by-one basis, yielding insight into the combinatorial structure 
of some protein families. However, it  had  not been applied sys- 
tematically to all currently available sequences because of the 
lack of an  automated procedure.  This we have now achieved 
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with the  DOMAINER program, resulting in the ProDom do- 
main database. 

The DOMAINER program 

The general philosophy of the DOMAINER  program parallels 
the  method  traditionally used by sequence analysts. It involves 
the clustering of homologous  protein segments and the detec- 
tion of sequence divergence and shuffling to infer domain 
boundaries. 

Pairwise alignments were generated automatically using the 
BLASTP program,  and filtered according to statistical signifi- 
cance (Karlin & Altschul, 1990). A crucial difference between 
the manual  procedure and DOMAINER at this stage is that 
the DOMAINER  program considers only non-gapped align- 
ments. This was necessary for 3 reasons. First, no good statis- 
tical model is available for gapped alignments that would allow 
DOMAINER to automatically filter out nonsignificant align- 
ments (Karlin et al., 1991). Second,  starting from a significant 
non-gapped HSP,  there is no method available to extend this 
alignment safely with gaps: such an extended gapped alignment 
frequently  intrudes from 1 homologous domain  into neighbor- 
ing domains that  are not necessarily homologous, in which  case 
manual editing and biological assessment is required. Third, 
amino acid correspondences need to be known at each step dur- 
ing the construction of HSSs from HSPs.  This is trivial with 
non-gapped alignments because  it  is sufficient to archive the po- 
sitions of the  start  and end of each of the segments constitut- 
ing an HSS. It would be considerably more  difficult to build 
HSSs from sequences aligned with gaps. However using non- 
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Fig. 8 .  Modular  arrangement of ProDom 
domains  for selected protein families. A: 
PEP:PTS system. B: Twocomponent bac- 
terial regulatory systems. Each ProDom 
domain is represented by a different hatch- 
ing. Nomenclature of PEP:PTS domains is 
from Saier and Reizer (1992). Domain shuf- 
fling is apparent  for both families. The 
scale indicates the  number of residues in 
each domain. 
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Fig. 9. Novel domain  arrangements unraveled with the help of ProDom.  The novel features are (1) an additional regulatory 
domain at the C-terminus of the cyanobacterial RcaC activator and (2) the duplicated periplasmic domain of the BvgS and EvgS 
proteins. R, Phosphorylated regulatory domain; A, activator  domain; P, periplasmic domain; TM, transmembrane sequence; K, 
kinase domain; C, additional cytoplasmic domain  common to BvgS and EvgS. 
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gapped alignments also  had  a cost because many more  non- 
gapped HSSs had to be  processed than would  have  been required 
with  gap-aligned  HSSs. This made HSS graphs much more com- 
plex. Also, with non-gapped  alignments,  each domain family 
was represented by a graph usually containing several HSSs, 
which needed to be processed further in order to generate mul- 
tiple alignments. If it was possible to handle gap-aligned HSSs, 
each HSS would correspond to a  domain family  in a one-to-one 
relationship. Multiple gapped alignments would then be avail- 
able as a direct result of HSS  construction. This attractive pos- 
sibility suggests that it is worth directing future  efforts toward 
overcoming the 3 constraints above: (1) to develop a  rigorous 
statistical model of gapped sequence alignments; (2) to develop 
methods for safely extending them; (3) to design efficient data 
structures to handle  them. 

Detection of sequence divergence and shuffling was difficult 
to encode. For this we derived a heuristic procedure, which  used 
the principle of “mutual exclusion” as an indication of  sequence 
shuffling. This method effectively detected domain boundaries 
in a  number of situations. However it must be emphasized that 
domain  shuffling is not always observed in multidomain pro- 
teins (possibly because the putative shuffled proteins remain to 
be  discovered). In those cases the DOMAINER program will not 
recognize domain boundaries.  Also, it must be noted that the 
determination of domain boundaries by our procedure is only 
accurate within a margin of 10 amino acids (the value of the 
MINOVERLAP parameter). This margin may  be  wider  in some 
unfavorable cases  when  sequence conservation is poor at the end 
of domains. 

Multiple sequence alignments were generated by pasting  to- 
gether the multiply aligned segments in HSSs. This  method is 
effective and relies on established local alignments. Although 
all sequences are not aligned throughout their entire lengths, the 
multiple alignments thus obtained are sufficiently informative 
that they can be used to generate consensus sequences that ap- 
pear representative of  each domain family. The entire set  of do- 
main multiple alignments and consensus sequences, as derived 
after processing the entire SWISS-PROT database with the DO- 
MAINER program, constitutes the  ProDom database. 

The ProDom domain database and the 
protein classification problem 

ProDom allows consistent classification of multidomain  pro- 
teins. If such a classification is attempted without prior sepa- 
ration into domains (Smith & Smith, 1990; Taylor, 1990; van 
Heel, 1991; Ferran & Ferarra, 1992; Wu et al., 1992), conflicts 
will arise because otherwise unrelated proteins may share a sin- 
gle homologous  domain. It thus  appears that it  is impossible to 
classify proteins  without resolving their domain  arrangement, 
and  that  the protein  domain is the relevant level for analyzing 
protein  evolution. 

A consistent classification of protein sequences also allows 
management of the ever-increasing redundancy in protein se- 
quence databases. If a given protein (e.g., hemoglobin) has been 
characterized in many organisms, sequence databases will con- 
tain many similar entries, yielding substantial redundancy. This 
redundancy is not only disadvantageous for database  storage 
and maintenance but also obscures the interpretation of homol- 
ogy searches. This  redundancy  problem will become ever more 
serious as large volumes of sequence data  are generated by ge- 

nome sequencing projects, because  newly determined sequences 
will increasingly be combinations of known domains. 

With ProDom much of this redundancy is removed. For each 
domain family, ProDom provides a multiple alignment and a 
consensus sequence. Other possible legitimate representations 
include profiles (Gribskov et al., 1987), consensus patterns (Smith 
&Smith, 1990), or protein blocks (Henikoff & Henikoff, 1991). 
Using multiple alignments or profiles can  in  principle make data- 
base searching more sensitive (Gribskov et al., 1987). Using con- 
sensus sequences makes database searching faster because it 
results in a compression of sequence information. Thus with 
ProDom 21 .O we achieved a compression factor of 2.5. In both 
cases, the  output will  be not or little redundant (see Fig. 7). 

The most obvious usage of ProDom is to determine  the  do- 
main organization of a  query sequence. If the sequence was al- 
ready in the  database,  the ASKDOM program provides its 
organization into  ProDom domains within less than a  minute. 
If the sequence  is new, a search of ProDom consensus  sequences 
with, for instance, the BLASTP program (Altschul et al., 1990) 
provides similar information as rapidly. Thus  ProDom provides 
the domain organization of any  protein, provided it  is homol- 
ogous to  ProDom domains.  A  good  example is shown in  Fig- 
ure 9, which shows the result of domain analysis for 2 recently 
released protein sequences. The use of ProDom allowed us to 
detect features in RcaC, EvgS, and BvgS that had been missed 
previously, probably because of the redundancy problem. In- 
deed a direct comparison of these sequences with the primary 
sequence databases yields a considerable amount of partially re- 
dundant  information, from which it is difficult to extract rele- 
vant, nonredundant information. This task  is made considerably 
easier with the help of ProDom. 

Another  function of the ProDom database is to serve as a 
repository of clear-cut homologies between known sequences. 
These homologies are established on the basis of a stringent sta- 
tistical criterium because  each  underlying alignment has a chance 
probability below lop6. Most of these homologies have been 
published,  but  there are instances where homologies may have 
escaped the  attention of some investigators, despite their  obvi- 
ous relevance. In  other cases, surprising homologies raise in- 
triguing questions. For instance, the 200 C-terminal amino acids 
of the  POLB-MAIZE protein are unambiguously related to a 
segment of plasma membrane proton ATPases. This protein is 
the product of a large open reading frame in the maize Bsl ele- 
ment,  postulated to be homologous to retro-elements (Johns 
et al., 1989). We have been unable to confirm  the suggested ho- 
mology of this  protein with reverse transcriptase, and  thus this 
sequence needs to be reanalyzed. We expect the release of Pro- 
Dom to trigger more instances of sequence reevaluation. 

An important feature of ProDom is its comprehensiveness. 
Indeed all nonfragmentary sequences  of the SWISS-PROT data- 
base were automatically processed. Manually compiled homol- 
ogy databases, such as PROSITE (Bairoch, 1992), contain  a 
wealth of information,  but they suffer  from lagging inevitably 
behind the primary sequence databases because they rely on ex- 
pert analysis of each individual domain family. The formida- 
ble nature of the latter task should not be underestimated. From 
the present study we estimate at IO4 the order of magnitude of 
the number of  possible protein domain types. A number of these 
domain types have not yet been sequenced since genomic re- 
search reveals that more than half of newly sequenced genes 
share no detectable homologues in the databases (Bork et al., 
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1992). Thus  the current scope of available protein sequences is 
incomplete.  In  this  context,  it is to be expected that manually 
compiled homology databases will lack significant information. 
Even well-characterized domain families can be occasionally 
missed in manually compiled databases.  For instance, although 
the phosphorylated domain of  2-component  regulators (Pro- 
Dom  domain #3094, Fig. 4)  is  now extremely well characterized 
genetically, biochemically, and structurally, and is represented 
by more than 50 known sequences, it is altogether absent in the 
latest release of PROSITE (Release  11, October 1993). Another 
question  concerns the relative efficiency of sequence clustering 
and  domain representation in ProDom  and  PROSITE. As an 
example, we  will consider a large set of RNA-binding domains 
known as RRMs (Kenan et ai., 1991). In the latest version of 
ProDom (version 24.0), 46 RRMs are clustered in a single do- 
main family. Very divergent RRMs cluster in distinct ProDom 
families. In PROSITE  instead, divergent RRMs are aggregated 
into a single PROSITE entry (RNP- 1). In ProDom  the RRM 
family is represented by a multiple alignment and a consensus 
sequence spanning 79 amino  acids, close to the actual domain 
span of 80 amino acids (Kenan et al., 1991). In PROSITE in- 
stead, the  RRM  family  is characterized by the  short 8-amino acid 
long RNP-1 signature. It should be noted that  PROSITE entries 
do not  contain aligned sequences, but only a  pattern  character- 
istic of each family. PROSITE  also  contains short motifs un- 
related to homology, such as protein modification sites, etc. The 
function of the  PROSITE  database is thus quite  different  from 
that of ProDom. 

Recently, two other  groups independently achieved a system- 
atic classification of protein sequences. In  the first such study, 
Sheridan and Venkataraghavan (1992) clustered homologous 
protek2egments  and generated  a database of sequence signa- 
tures: Some o f  these signatures are indeed highly informative. 
However because they derive from non-gapped sequence align- 
ments (akin to HSSs in the present study), these signatures gen- 
erally do not  correspond to entire  domains. In the second such 
study,  Harris et al. (1992) designed a clustering algorithm very 
similar to Phase I1 of the DOMAINER program. However, 
these authors did  not  attempt to infer domain  boundaries. In- 
stead their algorithm clusters multidomain proteins into several 
classes: for instance  a  protein  containing 2 domains  A and B 
would be classified in an AB group, whereas domain  A and  do- 
main  B would also be classified in separate  A and B groups. 
Thus, part of the redundancy remains in their treatment. Finally, 
it should be noted that  Harris et al. (1992)  fell short of gener- 
ating  the multiple alignments and consensus sequences that 
would make their clustering algorithm of general use. The Pro- 
Dom  database, on the  other hand, includes such information, 
and is already operational in our laboratories for routine domain 
homology analyses. Our long-term objective is now to develop 
ProDom  into  an integrated protein  database, in which se- 
quences, domains, and 3D structures will point to one another. 
Because of the combinatorial nature of proteins, it  would  be dif- 
ficult to build such a  homogeneous set of data directly around 
the primary sequence databases. 

Note added in proof 

The  ProDom  database is now available through  anonymous 
FTP from 2 additional sites: dune.toulouse.inra.fr (192.93.80.7) 

and bisance.citi2.fr (192.70.98.30), in the  pub/prodom direc- 
tory. In addition,  a ProDom electronic mail server has been set 
up; instructions can be obtained by sending a 1-line HELP mes- 
sage to prodom@toulouse.inra.fr. 
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